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1. Introduction 
 
In 2025 there will be big challenges for humankind and for the fourth Artemis mission. 
One of those challenges will be the energetic auto-sustainability on the Moon. 
Therefore, we propose the installation of a Thorium nuclear reactor with the aim of 
generating enough energy to enable the sustainability of the Rover on the Moon’s 
surface and a potential future lunar colony.  
 
On one hand, thorium is an element much more abundant than Uranium and, it 
generates less polluting residues. As conclusion, a thorium nuclear reactor is a more 
efficient and sustainable way of producing clean energy. 
 
And on the other hand, the implementation of Fuji reactors, which are simpler than the 
conventional uranium reactors, and they are energy self-sufficient. 
 
 



 

Closely linked to power generation, there is the challenge of its storage and 
management. To do this in the most efficient way, it is proposed the integration of a 
Smart Grid, based on Artificial Intelligence and Big Data. This technology would solve 
the problem in the storage and management of the energy created, not only through 
the Thorium reactor, if not of all the devices capable of generating energy and being 
interconnected in the smart grid. 
 
The objective of this Artemis 4 Mission is to develop successfully technologies that let 
the NASA’s Rover be auto-sustainability on the Moon’s surface.  
The innovations proposed in this plan aim to achieve such goal not only to NASA's 
Rover but to enable to generation, storage and management of energy for the rest of 
the missions of the Artemis Program.  
 
These technologies and innovation could also provide the guidelines for the creation of 
energy for Humanity. 
 
More concretely, the goal of this mission is to develop those technologies that could 
one day let install colonies on the Moon and Mars, develop new business activities in 
the space and let the Human Being advance in the Space Exploration activities.  
 
2. Engineering 
 
In this department we aim to explain the technologies that we will use in the Artemis 4 
mission. Also, we will explain deeper the processes of these technologies as well as 
will unveil the designs of such technologies. 
More concretely, we are focused on three technologies: 

1. The Rocketship  
2. The Thorium reactor 
3. The Hab 

 
2.1 The Rocket Ship  
This is one of the key parts of this mission. After discussing the technologies that we 
wanted to apply, and even more important, the functions we expect to use in the moon’s 
surface.  
We decide in the early stages of the mission planning we decided to use a spaceship 
like the ones used by NASA.  
More concretely, and regarding the capsule, we followed the same ideology in the 
technology’s scope, therefore we create a design of the Orion capsule.  
 
2.2 The case for the Thorium Molten Salt Reactor 
The Thorium Molten Salt Nuclear Energy System (THORIM-NES) is a cycle concept in 
which a radically different idea is proposed as a nuclear power reactor, called FUJI. The 
main characteristics of this type of system are: 

 Thorium instead of uranium as the fertile element to breed the fissile 233U.  
 Liquid fuel instead of solid fuel element.  



 

 It separates the nuclear power production from fuel breeding by a very simple 
thorium molten salt reactor (Th-MSR) used exclusively for energy generation, 
initially with 235U or 239Pu and eventually with 233U. 

 An Accelerator Molten Salt Breeder (AMSB) devoted exclusively to the 
production of fissile 233U. 

 It incorporates fuel reprocessing in Regional Centres. It is a “Symbiotic” system 
with each function optimized by its simplicity. 

Thorium-based reactor fuels have a significant number of advantages over uranium–
base fuels. To begin with, this is geochemically three to four times more abundant in 
the Earth than U. In fact, resources of about 2 million tons have been confirmed with 
estimated amounts of about 4 million tons. Besides, natural Th has only one isotope, 
232Th, and 100% abundant except for about 10 ppm 230Th. Hence, in the production 
of fuel no “enrichment” of the fuel is required. It should be noted that chemically refined 
thorium is added directly to the molten salt as discussed below. 232Th in the reactor 
fuel is converted to the fissile 233U by the reaction: 

 

Fissile 233U is suitable for thermal reactors with the advantage that with fertile 232Th 
it can largely eliminate the production of long-lived trans-uranium elements (TRU, or 
actinides) including Pu isotopes. These elements have exceedingly long half-lives of 
the order of 10 000 years or more. Finally, actinide production in a thorium-fuelled 
reactor is estimated to be 2 or 3 orders of magnitude smaller than in a uranium-fuelled 
reactor. 

Fuji Reactor 

The FUJI-series power reactors are modeled on the successful molten salt reactor 
program (MSRP) developed at ORNL. However important differences are incorporated: 
FUJI power reactors are simpler, size-flexible and fissile-fuel self-sustaining, which 
allows a most simple/stable operation and requires minimum maintenance work. 

Such idealistic performance is almost realized by the FUJI concept, eliminating the 
continuous chemical processing in situ and periodical core-graphite replacement, both 
of which were needed for the ORNL Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2. 



 

 

 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 4. 

 



 

 

Liquid Fuel Element 

The operation was successful; it ran its course without any accident or incident and the 
developments were fully documented. This extensive and invaluable literature is freely 
available in the WEB site established by Kirk Sorensen in 2010. The operation of a power 
reactor with liquid fuel as opposed to the well-established practice of using solid fuel 
elements has a large number of advantages. These advantages are most apparent with 
the liquid media that was developed during the MSRP: An eutectic mixture of lithium 
fluoride and beryllium fluoride called FLIBE, with fertile thorium and fissile uranium or 
plutonium dissolved in the fluoride molten salt. 

This fluid has a triple function: 

1. Liquid fuel element. 
2. Heat transfer medium. 
3. Fuel processing medium. 

Some conclusions 

 MSR can meet the huge future demand for electricity. 
 MSR can solve the question of plutonium and the issue of minor actinide. 
 MSR has high security and high economic performance. 
 MSR can expand the use of resources next to uranium. 
  MSR can coexist with the current LWR, using the spent LWR Pu. 
 TSMR can operate 24 hours a day and therefore are a more reliable source of 

electricity. Even the fuel supply can be done continuously and closing a reactor 
would be necessary only for periodic perhaps several years. Now with uranium 
every year or year and a half they have to stop refueling. 

 Currently, only China, India and Indonesia are working on TMSR. 
 

2.2.1. Cad design of the SLS 

An artist rendering of the various configurations of NASA's Space Launch System 
(SLS), managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. The flexible 
configuration, sharing the same basic core-stage, allows for different crew and cargo 
flights as needed, promoting efficiency, time and cost savings. The SLS enables 
exploration missions beyond low-Earth orbit and support travel to asteroids, Mars and 
other destinations within our solar system.  



 

 

Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 6. 

                     

2.2.2. Cad design of the Orion Module 

The Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (Orion MPCV) is a US-European spacecraft 
intended to carry a crew of four astronauts to destinations at or beyond low Earth orbit 
(LEO). Currently under development by NASA and the ESA for launch on the Space 
Launch System (SLS), Orion is intended to be the main crew vehicle of the Artemis lunar 
exploration program as well as potential crew flights to asteroids and Mars. 



 

 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 9. 



 

 
2.3. The Thorium Reactor 

For this spatial mission, we have studied different alternatives and we have decided to 
design our rocket with a thorium reactor core, which will be used as a propulsion 
system in combination with other systems and as an electrical generator. 

This reactor uses thorium molten salts, so we have the fuel, which suffers the fission, 
the nuclear moderator, which slows down the speed of the fission particles to maintain 
the reaction, and the cooler, which is so important to control the reaction. 

This reactor, unlike the uranium reactor, needs to be bombed by the isotope continually 
to maintain the reaction, this situation is a problem because it is necessary to control 
the reaction continually, but, in our case it is a great advantage, because we can control 
and regulate the reaction. Thus, we have a smaller and more controlled reactor, so it is 
not necessary the great contention systems which have other types of reactors, these 
systems are so heavy. Hence, we will reduce costs, and, which is more important, the 
weight will be reduced, that it is a crucial factor in a rocket. 

After the reaction of the reactor, we have the heated water with a lot of energy, so we 
install a turbine system in which the fluid is expanded. This system is built in 
piezoelectric materials and these materials store the potential energy of the expansion 
and convert it into electrical energy. Turbines convert the mechanical work of the fluid 
into electricity, which shall be later used to feed the electrolyzers. 

With the energy obtained in the turbines we power the hydrolysis. In the hydrolysis we 
obtain hydrogen and oxygen at a high temperature so it is possible to generate a 
combustion and after it the fluid will be expelled at high velocity generating thrust. 

But which is so interesting of using a thorium reactor is the possibility of, once the 
rocket has landed on the moon, installing it on the Moon surface and use it as an 
electrical generator. The part of the propulsion system won’t be used but the idea of 
having a nuclear reactor in the Moon is so interesting. It is a great way of obtaining 
energy, heat and electricity in a place where it is so difficult to obtain it. It could be used 
to create a kind of spatial base which will be powered by this reactor and this energy 
could be used for multiple activities. 

To sum up, we have a thorium reactor with two objectives, it is a propulsion system 
which uses the water as a propellant, and once it is on the Moon surface it is an 
electrical generator. 

Below we attach the images of our approach regarding the transference of gas 
internally from the reactor to the ship’s nozzle where the first waze shock is created 
and gets enough power to get Mach speed and, therefore, been able to escape from 
Earth’s gravity. 



 

 

Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 11. 

 
2.4 The Hab 
This is the infrastructure where astronauts should live while they are on the moon’s 
surface.  
The hab should be built from material that could somehow resist the radiation and the 
characteristics of the moon’s climate. 
 
2.4.1 The utility 
The main aim of installing a hab in the moon is to ensure that astronauts could live, 
rest and develop other activities like running tests and experiments while they are on 
the moon. 



 

The installation of the hab requires a large amount of energy that could be difficult to 
obtain in the short term.  
We also, appointed and faced the problem of the energy needed to create the normal 
conditions to let astronauts live in the hab and run their activities, investigations and 
lunar terrestrial explorations. For such an amount of energy we propose the installation 
of the Thorium reactor in the moon’s surface.  
The Thorium reactor will be used, monitor and control by experts in both the Moon and 
the Earth. The coordination and collaboration between both experts will be key for 
ensuring the safety and health of all the astronauts on the Moon. As well as, the health 
of future astronauts on the Moon.  
 
The fact that we have a Thorium reactor in the moon means that we can create energy 
and manage it according to our needs. That opens a new world of possibilities.  
But, we think that the way we manage energy can define a new paradigm on efficiency 
a few times seen before in a large group of facilities. As we are going to install the first 
permanent facilities we want to do it by applying the latest technologies to achieve the 
highest efficiency in its management.  
More concretely, we intend and are fully committed to managing such amount of 
energy autonomously with a Smart Grid. 
 
2.4.2 Smart Grid 
The Smart Grid should manage all the energy in the most efficient way and 
autonomously. To achieve such efficiency all the energy generated through solar 
panels installed in the facilities and from the Thorium reactor will be sent to a central 
storage facility which will store such energy during the necessary time as well as, an 
amount of energy for safety.  
More concretely, we will like to add a small battery, like the Tesla Powerwall, to each 
one of the facilities of the moon. This battery will also be connected to the smart grid 
but, its main aim is to be used as a secondary battery in case the smart grid fails. In 
this way, the facilities could be used thanks to this battery and recharge through solar 
panels. 
 
Regarding the management of the Smart Grid, it will be done autonomously through 
Artificial Intelligence systems. All the facilities and the Thorium reactor will be 
connected to the Smart Grid. In other words, and using the Thorium reactor as our main 
creator of energy, and knowing that we can generate energy as we need it, we will only 
create the energy that we know we will use. That’s one of the main and key advantages 
of Artificial Intelligence, through the data of the past, you can know the behaviour in the 
future. Therefore, we will only create the energy that we need when know we will need 
it.  
Also, as the rest of the facilities will be connected to the Smart Grid, they will create 
energy, too. That means that they can send that energy to the central storage and, then 
redistributed to other facilities as they need it.  
Let’s say that we have the main room where astronauts are living and where the main 
computers are connected. That facility will use more energy than another facility where 
astronauts will do tests for 4 hours per day. But, the second facility also has solar 
panels charging. This energy will be sent to the central and then redistributed to other 
facilities that spend more energy. 



 

 
2.4.3 Hab Growth 
These are the benchmarks we would like to achieve regarding the different missions 
and beyond thanks to the cooperation between the most powerful and advanced 
nations in the world. Just like the International Space Station, it wouldn’t be possible 
without the collaboration between the USA, Russia, Europe, China, Japan and the rest 
of the world.  
In this case, we think that collaboration will play a key part in the development of a 
sustainable hab in the moon.  
 

 

Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 12. 20 Years of collaboration between US, China, Europe, Russia and India.  



 

 

3. Innovation 
We have focused on solving the problems related to search and extraction of the 
natural resources of the Moon, whether metals, minerals, water or elements of interest 
and also a solution to save the challenge of lunar dust for surface exploration by 
astronauts. The global idea is to reduce the biological damage caused by the low 
gravity on the Moon to astronauts during this phase of reservoir exploration in the 
moon surface. In front of the mentioned problems, Explora 3000 was born. A robot 
powered by solar energy through photovoltaic panels which, will be a smart 
autonomous explorer that facilitates astronauts the identification and search of lunar 
materials. Besides being intelligent, this one would know always in which location of 
the moon it is located, where it must go and the way through it has to go. Another 
feature of Explora 3000 is virtual reality, so that you can have a 360º live view of what 
he has seen, done and identified. All these functions really need energy self-sufficiency. 

This proposal is the result of the work of several online meetings where we discussed 
the possible problems to solve in Phase 4 Artemis Missions and each member of the 
group made a search and investigation of the detected problems, besides identifying 
the possible risks that the mission can have, such as regions in the lunar poles with 
solar light all the time.  

 
4. Team 

Talking about electronic systems,  5 computer scientists, 5 mathematicians and 5 
telecommunications engineers will be needed for the development of 
telecommunications software and control, taking into account that the hardware - the 
electronic equipment- is outsourced. In addition, we will also need another 5 computer 
and electronic engineers to operate that software. 

Regarding the integration of the thorium reactor, 3 nuclear engineers and 2 physicist. 
The aircraft's hydraulic and pump system requires 5 mechanical engineers specialized 
in thermal and fluid engineering. The turbine system is coordinated by a team of 5 
mechanical and energy engineers. 2 physicists and 5 electrical engineers will design 
the electrolytic systems for the mission. 

The structural workload of the aircraft, including the cabin design, aerodynamic surface 
and structural integrity will be developed by 10 aerospace engineers, specialized in 
aerodynamics, 5 materials engineers and 5 civil engineers. The nozzle design will be 
carried out by 5 aerospace engineers specialized in propulsion as well as 2 materials 
engineers. 

 

5. Enviroment 
 
In the first stage, on earth we have to take into account that the different parts of the 
rocket structure released on the first stages are mostly irrecoverable. Some of these 
structures return to earth via gravity, others stay in orbit as “space debris”. To solve 
this, some private companies have already started developing a re-usable first stage 



 

rocket so the solution is clearly possible. Considering the atmosphere phase as part 
of the earth and the ozone layer as the main thing to protect and not damage, fuel use 
and emissions must be studied in order to assure sustainability. 
 
Enviroment and resources in the moon must be taken into account given the small 
evidence of it till now. Artemis IV is supposed to land in one of the poles of the moon 
where days last more less 6 months and the temperature is always below 0 degrees 
Celsius. Here water is conserved in lunar craters and can be used in the missions. 
When the rockets land or take off in the moon, the so called “lunar dust” makes an 
electrically charged dust cloud in suspension which could be dangerous. The waste 
generated will be long term treated given the lack of technology to this date. The 
nuclear reactor of the spacecraft could be used to generate energy for human survival 
in the moon and use of other components as well as creating artificial habitats. 
Generated radiation and radiation to which the moon is exposed to imply that humans 
must be protected all time during their stay on the moon. 
 
6. Culture and education 

The aim of the Culture & Education department is to educate more engineers and 
scientist with great knowledge about space and moon. Besides, in order to have a good 
understanding of who must be chosen, the Culture & Education department needs the 
development of new software that will improve the personal training and qualities. On 
the other hand, they must create a specific research team specialized in universities to 
reach a large number of students and get them to give support to the Missions. 

With the objective of reaching an mission overview, a Kanban diagram is show. In this 
diagram you can see both the workflow through the different departments and the 
actual work passing through that process. 

At the first, logistics department must have already managed the Space Launch 
System. In the step of Artemis 4, it must have an adequate registration and 
management of the different provisions that must be stored on the Moon as well as 
their shipment from Earth in case of shortage or absence. And finally, at the future they 
must establish a work methodology like LEAN and Six Sigma that they will be followed 
in specific cases related to production and process chains. 

Human Resources must establish before Artemis 4 a project manager at the top of the 
organizational chart who is the one who will lead the entire mission. In progress with 
this mission it must      be carrying out the personal contracting and verifying that 
all personnel needs is correctly covered. Other things, they must accomplish after this 
mission, HR Department will be in charge of managing the different departments, but 
also it will carry out the commercial and advertising issue, the issue of attracting 
women to be the rover's crew and their training. 

Engineering department, prior to Artemis 4 and in addition to CAD design and EMF, 
must have studied the twelve technologies that NASA has already chosen to reach the 
Moon and also new studies using Thorium as fuel. Finally, it is already decided which 
one is used. In this mission, engineering department objectives are to understand and 
study the thermal cycles of the reactors using Thorium as fuel. On the one hand, how 



 

to enrich this element so that it is fissile, extraction methods. On the other hand, where 
and how it is found, waste reduction, waste recycling, etc. Besides, it must incorporate 
the simplified designs of the 12 research technologies that will be used for the Moon. 
After Artemis 4, engineering department must study the infrastructures that astronauts 
would need on the Moon to survive for the Lunar Base of space colonization. 

On the other hand, prior to Artemis 4 mission, environment department must have 
calculated the probability of a meteor impact on the moon and the number of mission 
to be made from the earth to the moon. In middle of Artemis 4 they must treat and store 
how much quantity of resources can be produced at the moon. For the Earth it must 
calculate the resources and their impact in the atmosphere. After Artemis 4, 
environment department must be the waste leakage in the moon orbit and in the Earth 
atmosphere. 

Risk department must assess the institutional risks and security. In middle of the 
Artemis 4 mission must train in communication and possible human mistakes, in 
financial risks, and technical risks as error occurred in systems. After Artemis 4, they 
must take into account Health-related risks as heart failure, lack of sleep, radiation, 
severity and isolation. Besides the environmental risks as weather, meteorites, 
radiation and space junk. 

The Law and finance department must have already elaborate the preliminary budget, 
before Artemis 4 mission. In the middle, it try to adjust the budget and to deal with a 
new budget distribution. Besides, they must find investors if they are needed. Finally, 
after this mission, they must know the final budget and adjust it. 



 

 
 

7. Risk Assessments 

A human journey to the Moon entails an inexhaustible amount of complexities. For 
Artemis 4 we have organized hazards astronauts will encounter on a continual basis:  
 
7.1 Institucional Risk 

 Financial risks: inability to financially take care of training costs and problems 
that may arise.  

 Training: Risk of poor training, which can lead to misuse of the facilities and which 
may cause possible accidents.  

 Risks due to poor provision of 
resources.  

 Technical problems: We will need the latest technology, and it must ensure that the 
crew members themselves can fix any damage that may appear. Among these 
problems we can find issues caused by the use of thorium. Problems that have not 



 

occurred so far. In addition, possible system or software failures would come into 
play. It should be considered future problems and its mitigation with training and 
simulators.  

 
7.2 Enviromental Risk 
 

 Radiation: Although it is not an important obstacle for short-term missions, 
radiation becomes a enormous problem if we want to live in space indefinitely or 
travel through the Solar System. The risk of using thorium must be taken into 
account, mainly his element can cause long-term problems and short-term 
problems if the limit amount of 1kg is exceeded. From risks, it is understood as a 
controlled issue and it is recommended to the engineers a controlled use.  

 Space weather: is the term that scientists use to describe the changing conditions 
of space, conditioned by solar explosions that create radiation storms, fluctuation 
of magnetic fields and "rains" of energy particles. Experts declare space weather 
emerging risk warning that satellite communications, air transport and electricity 
are exposed to geomagnetic storms due to space weather and, according to 
experts, "vulnerability is growing as more countries adopt wireless technologies." 
Thus, it points out that a possible interruption of electricity and communications 
will affect humanitarian operations in space and on Earth.  

 Space junk: Space junk is a threat to active satellites and spaceships. The Earth's 
orbit may even become impassable as the risk of collision grows too high. We find 
ourselves with a step to make our orbit safer for both astronauts and space 
shuttles. A satellite that would collect space junk will allow less space debris in the 
way of satellites and spacecraft in orbit. It will ensure greater safety of spacecraft 
crews, which will greatly reduce damage and subsequent repairs, and give way to a 
safer future in space.  

 
7.3 Human Risk 

 Human error: Human error has has been the cause of the end of numerous missions 
during the last half century. Mistakes will inevitably be made in any system that 
people are involved in, and space is extremely unforgiving of mistakes.  

 Health problems: Several consistent medical problems have been encountered by 
astronauts during space flights. These include vestibular dysfunction, vision loss, 
sleep deficiencies, weight loss, increase in height, upward fluid shift, anemia, 
cardiovascular deconditioning, muscle atrophy, and bone loss. Almost all of these 
alterations can be attributed to the absence of gravitational force and radiation. 
Most are adaptive in nature and therefore reversible, but readaptation after 
returning to earth may cause  

 further problems. Unless its mechanism is elucidated and preventive measures 
are taken, the bone loss may prove to be the medically limiting factor for the 
duration of space flight. Moreover, while radiation is not necessarily a 
showstopper for long- duration missions to the Moon, radiation in particular 
remains a significant and worsening factor that limits mission durations. The 
effects of this type of exposure range from radiation sickness to cancer and 
organ damage. These radiation levels will also reduce the number of allowable 



 

days behind the shielding of a spacecraft by 20 percent. This mission could 
expose an astronaut to two-thirds of his or her safe lifetime limit of radiation.  

 
7.4 Legal risks:  

 A bad use or abuse of powers can cause future demands from other countries 
or from the astronauts themselves. There could be negligence.  

 Risks are classified according to two parameters:  
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Los planes de misión ARTEMIS diseñados por los estudiantes de la FUE son el resultado de una iniciativa 
educativa mucho más amplia y con un gran reto fijado: Conseguir desarrollar una acción educativa capaz 
de encajar diferentes conocimientos científico-técnicos y sociales en torno a la colonización lunar como 
primera parada camino a Marte. Somos conscientes que, para tratar este tema de manera rigurosa, se 
requiere un alto nivel de especialización. Partiendo de esta premisa, con los planes de misión presentados 
aquí, los estudiantes comparten estas ideas con la ilusión de poder servir de inspiración a los partícipes 
reales del programa ARTEMIS (expertos, equipos, empresas etc.) Sabemos que queda trabajo por hacer... 
Si desde una visión de experto puede ayudarnos a alcanzar nuestro objetivo final, por favor, no dude en 
contarnos su opinión en academicteam@gaianext.com  

Puede contribuir a expandir este conocimiento liberado bajo licencia “Creative Commons Attribution” 
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